Dry cleaning your air filters saves you 40-60% versus buying new!
Our system DOES NOT WASH filters. NO LIQUIDS ARE USED in the cleaning process. Instead, we use
a safe, dry air-based system that uses rotation, vibration, high-volume air, and suction to clean dirty filters.

You save money.
Our system allows filters to be cleaned several times - depending on the use, length of time in your machine, the environment you’re working in. Three cleanings is standard for many filters. We’ll clean primary
engine filters up to three times each. Secondary filters can be cleaned up to two times each. We also clean
cab filters. Air filters are individually bar-coded which provides you detailed cleaning and billing histories for
each, allowing better tracking of expense. A smart choice in today’s competitive business environment.
But we don’t just clean your filters - we check each one to make sure it can be cleaned. We look for
denting, punctures, and wear. If our experienced staff find any irregularities, they’ll reject your filter and
dispose of it - we don’t want you damaging your equipment by accidentally re-using a bad filter. But we
don’t leave you in the dark. We’ll send you a report, telling you why the filter was rejected.







Clean filters that save you fuel (and save you money) while saving the environment.
Filters that are thorough cleaned in specially designed equipment that does not harm the filter.
An inspection with specially designed equipment that identifies problems that can’t otherwise be
detected.
The benefits of experienced staff that know air filters. They can help you get more for your air
filter dollar by saving on air filter costs.

You save on shipping. Maritime Clean Air provides free pickup and delivery for Moncton, Saint
John and Fredericton, New Brunswick. For customer beyond those regions, we’ve arranged:
20 or more filters: you send them to us and we’ll pay the return shipping cost.

Our satisfied customers include:
Charmac Construction Co. Ltd.
Craig Manufacturing Ltd.
Dew Engineering & Development
E. Cummings Contracting Inc.
Elmtree Resources
F.A. Simpson Contracting Ltd.
Fredericton Regional Solid Waste Commission

Kenny’s Trucking
LaFarge Construction Materials Ltd.
M.R.M. Construction
Sabian Ltd.
Springhill Equipment
Hogan’s Paving Ltd.
City of Fredericton, Transit / Fleet Division

Maritime Clean Air
263 Mount Middleton Road, Mount Middleton, NB E4G 3B8
tel: 506. 432. 6633 fax: 506. 432. 6644
www.maritimeCLEANair.ca operations@maritimeCLEANair.ca

